
Outstanding Scholarship from Cambridge

Prices subject to change.

Homosexuality and the 
Crisis of Anglicanism
William L. Sachs
$90.00: Hb: 978-0-521-85120-6: 264 pp.

The Cambridge 
Companion to 
Christian Philosophical Theology
Edited by Charles Taliaferro
and Chad Meister
Cambridge Companions to Religion
$85.00: Hb: 978-0-521-51433-0: 288 pp.
$27.99: Pb: 978-0-521-73037-2

The Evidence for God
Religious Knowledge Reexamined

Paul K. Moser
$85.00: Hb: 978-0-521-51656-3: 289 pp.
$24.99: Pb: 978-0-521-73628-2

Alternative 
Christs
Edited by Olav Hammer
$90.00: Hb: 978-0-521-88902-5: 316 pp.

On Time, Punctuality 
and Discipline in 
Early Modern Calvinism
Max Engammare
$90.00: Hb: 978-0-521-76997-6: 270 pp.

The Origins of 
Christian Zionism
Lord Shaftesbury and Evangelical 
Support for a Jewish Homeland

Donald M. Lewis
$90.00: Hb: 978-0-521-51518-4: 384 pp.

Christianity and Genocide 
in Rwanda
Timothy Longman
African Studies
$90.00: Hb: 978-0-521-19139-5: 352 pp.

God and the Founders
Madison, Washington, and Jefferson

Vincent Phillip Muñoz
$85.00: Hb: 978-0-521-51515-3: 256 pp.
$24.99: Pb: 978-0-521-73579-7

New series: 
Methods in Biblical Interpretation

The Methods in Biblical Interpretation (MBI) series 
introduces students and general readers to both older and 
emerging methodologies for understanding the Hebrew 
Scriptures and the New Testament.  An MBI volume contains 
separate chapters from six different well known scholars. 
Each scholar fi rst elucidates the history and purposes of 
an interpretative method, then outlines the promise of 
the method in the context of a single biblical book, and 
fi nally shows the method “in action”, by applying it to a 
specifi c biblical passage. The results serve as a primer for 
understanding different methods within the shared space 
of common texts, enabling real, comparative analysis for 
students, clergy, and anyone interested in a deeper and 
broader understanding of the Bible.

Methods for Matthew
Edited by Mark Allan Powell
Methods in Biblical Interpretation
$85.00: Hb: 978-0-521-88808-0: 280 pp.
$24.99: Pb: 978-0-521-71614-7

Future publications:

Methods for Exodus
Edited by Thomas B. Dozeman

Methods for Luke
Edited by Joel B. Green

Methods for the Psalms
Edited by Esther Marie Menn

www.cambridge.org/us
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Available for Adoption
The Cambridge 
Introduction to 
Biblical Hebrew 
with CD-ROM
Brian L. Webster

 “The inclusion of  the 
Interactive CD-Rom is, 
in my opinion, worth 
the price of  the book...
Overall, I highly 
recommend The Cambridge Introduction to Biblical 
Hebrew whether for the person interested in learning 
first year Hebrew individually or for professors of  
Bible colleges or seminaries who are looking for a 
cutting-edge grammar to use in the classroom.” 
–Rob Kashow, Tolle Lege! A Canonical Perspective

1 CD-ROM, 1 Paperback | 978-0-521-71284-2 | 39.99 USD | 380 pages

The Cambridge Introduction to Biblical Hebrew is 
designed for anyone studying biblical Hebrew for 
the first time. It is well suited for students enrolled 
in introductory-level courses as well as clergy and 
laity engaged in self-study. The accompanying CD 
(suitable for Mac and PC) includes the workbook, 
answers, paradigms, and the interactive program 
TekScroll.

Features:
8 Interactive program TekScroll illustrates important   
 grammatical concepts with moving graphics and provides  
 practice items for recognizing forms (parsing)   
 and translation and studying vocabulary

8 Exercises and practice items build on vocabulary from   
 previous chapters, allowing immediate in-class practice   
 without the burden of learning new vocabulary fi rst

8 Cross-referenced to the second-year textbook, A Guide to  
 Biblical Hebrew Syntax by Bill T. Arnold and John Choi,  
 with additional pointers on how to use reference works on  
 syntax

www.cambridge.org/us

Contents:
 Introduction 
 1. The signs and sounds of Hebrew: orthography and  
  pronunciation 
 2. Syllables: the structural girders of Hebrew 
 3. The ‘state’ of noun morphology, and also gender   
  and number 
 4. More noun patterns 
 5. Prepositions, conjunction, article and interrogative  
  particle, direct object indicator 
 6. Pronouns: pronominal suffi xes on substantives and  
  prepositions
 7.  Adjectives 
 8.  Participles: infi nitive construct 
 9.  Selected words: numbers 
10. Introduction to verbs: qal perfect 
11. Qal perfect weak verbs
12. Qal imperfect and preterite: strong verbs
13. Qal imperfect and preterite: weak verbs 
14. Qal volitionals and infi nitive absolute 
15. Pronominal suffi xes on verbs 
16. Derived stems: participles and infi nitives 
17. I-class imperfect verbs: niphal, piel, hitpael, hiphil 
18. I-class imperfects: r3 = weak, r2 = g, r1 = g, r2 = x,  
  r1 = x 
19.  I-class imperfect weak verbs: r2 = y, r1 = y, r2 = r3,  
  weak imv., inf., and ptc. 
20.  A-class imperfect verbs: pual, hophal 
21. Derived stem perfects: strong verbs, r3 = weak 
22. Derived stem perfects: r1 and r2 weak, r2 = r3, 
  rare binyanim; Excursus A: Sorting through forms
  and alias profi les; Excursus B: A syntax sampler:   
  introduction to chapters 23-32 
23. Pauses and drama 
24. Lexicography: semantic combinations and the   
  meaning of z
25. Noun syntax 
26. Verb syntax: the piel 
27. Verb syntax: participles 
28. Clausal syntax in narrative: movies in the mind; 
29. Particles: s and t
30. Infi nitives
31. Perfect and vav plus perfect 
32. Poetry and time frame
Appendix A: Additional vocabulary lists 
Appendix B: Glossary: words used 50+ times in the   
   Hebrew Bible
Appendix C: Paradigms: verb id badges and alias   
   profi leswww.cambridge.org/us/webster
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20% off these prices if you mention HTR in your order!
FOR MACINTOSH® OR WINDOWS®:

LaserHebrew® in Unicode™     $99.95
Right to left with proper line wrap, full justification, automatic positioning
of vowel points & accents in Word XP–2007 or on Mac in Mellel ($25)

NewJerusalemU:    μyIm'`V;h' _ta´à μyhi–løa‘ _ar:∞B; åtyvi`a)rEB]
BHS in Unicode - 12 Formats  $59.95 first, $20 add.
Hebrew Scriptures Professional  - all 12 formats $99.95
LaserHebrew Converter - ASCII to Unicode $79.95
LaserGreek® in Unicode  $99.95 first, $50 add.

All fonts include underdots and sigla:   : ; < K  ∏ ¶ • ‡
SymbolGreekU: À rkuvgÄ{o g∫t c÷v˛o ¢ygk h{˚o
GraecaUBSU: hjgavphsen oJ qeo;" qeo;" qeo;" qeo;"
OdysseaU: hjgavphsen oJ qeo;" qeo;" qeo;" qeo;"
TeubnerLSU: hjgavphsen oJ qeo;"  qeo;"    qeo;" qeo;"
HellenicaU: hjgavphsen oJ qeo;" qeo;" qeo;" qeo;"
PayneU: hjgavphsen oJ qeo;" qeo;" qeo;" qeo;"

UncialLSU • GraecaU • GreekSansLSU • all 11 - $249.95
Greek NT or LXX in Unicode  $59.95 (Tagged, call)
LaserGreek Converter - Unicode or ASCII   $79.95
LaserHebrew® or Greek (ASCII) $99.95

LaserCoptic® $99.95 Unicode or ASCII peje I±ß je:
Semitic Transliterator® - Unicode or ASCII $99.95
1:1  bér∑<¡ªt bårå< <éløhªm <∑t ha¡¡åmayim wé<∑t hå<åreß.

TransIndic Transliterator®- Unicode or ASCII $99.95
 Ä Å Ç É Ö ≠ Ü á à â º æ ø ¿ Ò Ú Œ œ Û Ù ‚ „ ÷ ±

LINGUIST’S SOFTWARE, Tel: (425) 775-1130 • Fax: (425) 771-5911
Web: www.linguistsoftware.com • E-mail: sales@linguistsoftware.com
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